
A cloud-native logging and security analytics platform 
delivers many benefits, such as easy integrations, 
powerful detection and analytics capabilities, analyst-
focused workflows, and high-value content. However, 
not all platforms are created equal, especially when 
it comes to the content available to improve security 
teams’ detection, investigation and hunting activities. 

The first release of Devo Content Stream, a Devo 
Platform capability, arms security analysts with 
actionable content including curated alerts and threat 
intelligence to defend your organization more effectively 
against rapidly evolving threats. Devo Security 
Operations is the first application to take full advantage 
of the continuously updating content available in 
Content Stream.

Devo Content Stream 
seamlessly delivers high-value 
content to the Devo Platform. 
Keep pace with threats with 
Devo as your ally in arming 
you with instant, continuous 
access to pre-built alerts and 
threat intelligence you can 
operationalize in seconds. 

Content Stream not only delivers immediate out-of-the-box value to Security Operations, it also updates 
alerts and threat intelligence on an ongoing basis to improve the speed and effectiveness of your  
security team. 

Content Stream alerts consist of detections, analytics, observations, and model alert types. These alerts 
provide a broad set of detection coverage that enables organizations to ensure they detect malicious 
threats more quickly than ever. Regular updates ensure the delivery of sets of alerts related to newly 
uncovered threats such as Sunburst and Hafnium. Security Operations makes it easy to deploy and manage 
alerts via the Content Manager.

Devo Content Stream
The content to be confident
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Devo is the only cloud-native logging and security analytics 
platform that releases the full potential of your data to empower 
bold, confident action. With unrivaled scale to collect all of your data 
without compromise, speed to give you immediate access and 
answers, and clarity to focus on the signals that matter most, Devo is 
your ally in protecting your organization today and tomorrow. Devo is 
headquartered in Cambridge, Mass. Learn more at www.devo.com.

The Devo MISP instance feeds threat intelligence into Content Stream consisting of curated technical threat 
information that is continuously updated with new indicators of compromise. This intelligence enables your 
team to keep pace with the ever-evolving threat landscape. Security Operations seamlessly leverages this 
threat intelligence to both match indicators against your streaming data and for enriching alerts to improve 
the confidence and accuracy of security analysts during threat investigations. 

Devo is your ally in defending against cyberthreats and Content Stream amplifies your security team’s ability 
to adapt to today’s always-evolving threat landscape.

Learn more about Devo Content Stream and see the many benefits it can deliver to your 
organization by reaching out to your Devo sales representative.

https://www.devo.com/

